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R E P .0 R T 

Of the 

HIMUL  DR&S8INC AND PROCESS MET&LLU1LY DI VlSI 

Investigation ?o 1]D3187, 

Concentration and gnctic Roasting Tests on 
Three Samples of Iron Ore from Weet Canadian Collieries Limited 

B1throre Aibera. 

A ahipmerit of three bags of ore,, net weight 179 pounds, wa 

received at the Nines Branch on Aiat 39 196 The ahipment coneitad 

of three eaii1ea, each weighing ap 	iate1y 60 pounds., -which were 

identified ea follows: 

Sp1e No. 1 ' Sample. of ore from Buris North. 
Sample No0 2 	Sample of ore fm I3uriia South. 
Sip1e No. 3 	Sample of ore from Iron Flats. 



The samples were submitted by Nr. W. Bird, General Manager, 

West Canadian Cóiliarioa Limited, Blairmore, Alberta. 

Location of the Proe 

The sap1ea were taken from areas north and south of Burnie,, 

Alberta. The detailed location of each aiep]e was as follows 

Sample 'No. 1 Sections 10 and 27, Township 8, Range 3, 
west of the Fifth meridian. 

Sample No. 2 Section 2, Township 72  Range 3, 
west of the Fifth meridian. 

Sale No. 3 Sections 12, 13 and Th, Township 3, Range 30, 
west of the Fourth meridian. 

?poae of the Investigation: 

• 	
In correspondence from Nr. Bird, itwaa stated that explor- 

ation work by nsana of aerial and ground raagnetometer and by diamond 

drilling in this area of southwestern Alberta by his company had 

indicated a potential of spproditeiy 15 million tone of iron ore. 

Previous magnetic concentration testa*  on. 5ale5 of ore from this 

area had shown a large lose of iron in the tailings. The company 

believed this was due to the presence of eiderite0 

It was requested that the three samples be tested separately 

for the recovery of the iron by magnetic concentration and that the 

tailings be subjected to magnetic roasting or a process that might 

ultimately recover the iron lost in the tailing 

In later correspondence from Mr.' Bird it was stated that the 

comparr proposed to treat the ore concentrates in electric furnaces 

S 	 -- 
* Investigation Report No. ND3034, MaY 10, 194  



rather than bleat furnaces. 

The three samples as received consisted of broken are 

rgixig in size up to about 2 inches After selecting specimens for 

niaroseppie wmination., the samples were crushed to minus 3/4 inches 

and a 20 pound eap1e was riffled out of each sample. The remaining 

portions were crushed to minus 10 ash and a head sale was cut out 

of each sample by conventional methods. 

The chce1 analyses of the heed samples gave the foflowivg 

results: 

• 	 Head 	Head 	Heed 

	

Sample 	Sample 	Sample 

• NO.. 1 	 No02  

Per Cent - 

Total Iron (Fe) 	 • 	39025 	I710 	33°7 

Titaniwe dio.de (T102) 	 5,78 	620 	63.9 

Manese (Mn) 	 028 	0.32 	021 

Silica (si02 ) 	 17333 	10.17 	216 

Lime (CaO) 	 4J9 	2.29 	4070 

Megneeia (0) 	 1066 	136 	2,82 

Phosphorus (P) 	 018 	022 	017 

Sulphur (8) 	 O03 • 	0.030 	0.049 

Alumina (A1203) 	 670 	3.84 	5618 

• 	 Zirconia (Zr02) 	 0010 	0.214 012 

Vanadium pentozLde (V205) 	029 	0.38 	0o28 

Insoluble 	 1.900 	121 	292 

Loss on Ignition 	 720 	7,O6 	5.09 
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Investigation Procedures 

Polished sections were prepared from pieces of ore from each 

sample and studied microscopically to determine the characteristics 

and metallic miners], content of the ore. As the investigation went on, 

further microscopic investigations were conducted to determine the 

mode of occurrence of the fronbearing gangue minerals in the ore and 

of the artificial magnetite resulting from tests on megnetic roaating. 

Sized fractions from each sample were tested by magnetic 

cobbing to see if gangias rock could be rejected from the ore before 

grinding. 

A series of Davis Tube magnetic concentration tests was 

carried out on each sample to determine the fineness of grind required 

for mechanical liberation of the magnetite from the gangue minerals. 

Composite samples, prepared by mixing equal parts by weight 

of samples Nos. 1, 2 and 3, were ground to minus 150 ish and fed to 

a Crockett type wet magnetic separator and a Jeffre5teffensen wet 

magnetic separator, respectively. The tailings from magnetic concen-

tration were tested for the recovery. of the contained iron by gravity 

concentration and magnetic roasting. Finally, dx7 magnetic concen 

tration at a coarse size was carried out on each sample, followed by 

wet magnetic separation of the reground concentrates. 

Character of the Ore: 

1croscopic examination of polished sections and mill prothts 

indicated that the metallic mineralization was predominately finely 

disseminated magnetite occurring in a carbonate cement0 In general, the 

grain size of the magnetite. ranged from 65 mesh to 150 noah with the 

0 
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largest portion occurring in the fine grain sizes. The only other 

ibiu iral identified in appreciable amounts , mm limonite, 

ith minor amounts of ilaenite, anataae, hematite and goethita a].o 

being present. 

The gangue minerals were composed of quartz, calcite, 

dolomite and chlorite.! To siderite was present in the sample and the 

CaUfteand dlô cte proved to be almost completely iron-free. Since 

the mount of chlorite, a hydrous iron magnesium silicate, teas very 

afl, the only miaral %thich could account for high tailing losses 

from magnetic concentration was limonite. 

S~~  and  Conclusions: 

The three samples of ore were very similar 5, differir4g only 

in the relative amaants of magnetite and gangue minerals contained 

in the samples. The foflowing conc lusions,, therefore, apply to all '  

three samples and, in most cases, are based on the results of testir 

ccmosite samples prepared by conbiuiig equal parts by weight of each 

sle0 Magnetite is the only abundant ore mineral in the emples o  

It is disseminated through the gangue in fine grains requiring grim-

ing to a. fineness of iSO to 200 ma3h for mechanical liberatien 

Wet magnetic concentration of the ore, ground to minus iSo 
mesh, on a Jeff: Steffensen magnetic separator recovered 70,-4  per 

cent of the iror in a concentrate aseaying 62., 1 per cent iron (test 

OO 1) A recovery of 79l per cent of the iron was obtained, using 

a Crockett magnetic separator however the grade of this concentrate 

was only 54.5  per cant iron (test 'No. 3) 

Since very fine grinding of the ore is required to produce 



a high grade iron concentrate, as much of the gangue as economically 

possible' should be discarded during the ci&iirig and coarse grinding 

stages. The results from magnetic cobbing (test No. 1) were not 

conclusive, since some of the high iron assays of the coarser non 

magnetic fraction may have been due to limonitic iron rather than 

fine grained. magnetita However, dry belt magnetic separation of the 

ore ground to minus 10 mesh was successful in eliminating 20 per cent 

of the feed containing very little magnetitè. 

That No. 9 conducted along these lines resulted in 2002 

per cent of the feed being discarded as a tailing containing only 

7 per cent of the iron in the ore. Regrinding the magnetic eoncen 

trate to minus 200 mesh and feeding it to a Jeffrey Staffensen wet 

magnetic separator produced a final concentrate assaying 61 per 

cent Fe, 5.17 per cent T12, 5,,2 per cant 5102, 03-1 per cent P, and 

less than 002 per cent sulphur (test 3o0 10)0 The overall recovery 

of the iron from the two operations was 75.7 per cent. 

The titanium content of the iron concentrates from the ore 

is high and may make them unacceptable as blast furnace feed, since 

steel companies normally place a limit on the v.02  content of approx-

imately 2 per cent. Homever, if the' concentrates are smelted in an 

electric furnace, the titanium content will not be a limiting factor. 

As already mentioned, the high tailing losses may be accounted 

for by the limonite contained in the ore. The investigation has 

indicated that approximately 20 per cent of the iron is present as 

this extremely friable iron oxide, which alimea on grinding and cannot 

• be recovered by any standard ore dressing procedure. Attempts to 

recover the limonitic iron by magnetic roasting were unsuccessful due 



to the iron mdde being reduced to a slime coating of magnetite thich 

appeared to be baked onto the surface of the gangue minerals, making 

separation ver difficult. 

Microscopic examination of the ore indicated that the non-

magnetic iron oxide was the result of an alteration product of magnetite,, 

probably caused by surface cazidation. It is possible that underground 

are ulU not be so altered, in which case high tailing losses may not 

persist duriit the conmiercial milling of the ore'0 

This report follows progress reports written on October 12, 

1956 and January 10, 197 

DETAILS OF THE INVESTIOATIOM: 

L DNER&LOG! OF= ORE. 

L Microscopic Examination of Polished Ore Sections .' 

Six polished sections, two from each sample., were prepared 

from selected pieces of the ore and studied microscopically for the 

purpose of determining the characteristics of the ore. Since the 

examination showed the samples to be similar in character s  except 

for differences in the abundance of ore minerals in each, they need 

not be dascribed separately. 

In the polished séctions,gsngue material is composed 

essentially of medium coarse to fine grains of quarts embedded In a 

carbonate groundmaes' (Figures 1 and 2)0 A majority of the quarts 

grains are quite' angular in shape with corroded edges,hat some are 

quite round and smooth and must have undergone considerable attrition 

before consolidation. X-ray photographs identify the carbonate as a 

* I.neregraphic Report No. K-1461-2,  'LT W. E White, Septener 20, 196 
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• 
mixture of dolomite and calcite. Occasionalsmall particles of a soft 

shredded minerals  identified as asbestos by means of an x-ray powder 

saspleare scattered here and There throughout the quartz-carbonate 

admixture. 

HatmIlic Ninerala 

As far as can be seen with the unaided eye and with the aid 

of a small horseshoe magnet., metallic mineralization consists largely 

of finely disseminated magnetite. It can also be seen megascopical)y 

that the two sections prepared from sample :o 1 are the most heavily 

mineralized and those from . sample 10. 3 are sparsely mineralized. 

Under a microscope metallic mineralization is seen to occur 

predominantly in the carbonate cement. In general,, the quarts grains 

are free of inclusions but some do contain tiny particles of iron oxide 

much too fine to recover economically by grinding (Figure 2) As 

represented in the six polished sections, however, the total amount of 

iron in such fins grain sizes is comparatively smell. 

Magnetite,, the only really abundant ore mineral in the 

polished sections,occura as irregular grains which range from about 

250 microns (48+65 mesh) down to minute particles only a few microns 

across, with the average size probably about 1201J40 microns (lOO+lSo 

mesh)0 Some grains contain a few small inclusions of gangue and some 

are, apparently, altering to hematite. All stages of alteration are 

visible,, from narrow rims of hematite to grains of completely altered 

material. The total quantity of hematite present in the ore, however, 

• 	is relatively Very small. Goethite is almost as abundant as hematite 

and, like this minral,, it appears to be an alteration product of 

magnetite0 
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Under crossed polara a few grains of i]anenite were seen. 

They are not fjn3f intrgrm with magnetite but simply substitute 

for grains of the latter mineral in gangue. In the writer's opimion, 

however, the number of grains of this mineral seen in the sections is 

not afficient to account for all the titanium reported in the analysis. 

But due to the similarity in appearance of magnetite and ilasnite on 

polished surfaces, the latter mineral may be more prevalent than 

realized. Also, since the deposit is evidently of sedimentary origin s  

grains of rutile and/or titanite may be present and add to its titanium 

content. Pyrite is present in almost negligible amount as rare tiny 

particles in gangue and in magnetite. 

0 
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Average field in poli5bec sect. one, !&n1p1e to 1, ehowi ng  
abundance, grain sizes and modes of occurrence of m3gtotite, 
whitj quartz grains are light grr with .relief ard cnrbon 
ate is dark grey with rough am-face; white aquare ropraenta 
a 200 mash Tyler screen opening. 



- Ii - 

200X 
Photomicrograph of poli&ed eec on u,10 No. 2, 3hod.1 
nmerous tiYW prtie3.ns of troi oxide (white) in grains at 
quarts (grey); th.te square is a 200 mesh Tyler screen 
opening 
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Three samples of the ore, one from each of the three head 

samples cut from the ore shipment, were crushed to minus 65 mash and 

submitted for mineralogical examination to determine the presence of 

ironbeeiri1E minarele which might aVlaLri high tailing losses from 

magnetic concentration. Analysis of Davis Tube wet magnetic eepar 

ation tailings indicated iron contents of 170 per cant, 210 per 

cent and 13J per cent from sanplee 1, 2 and 3 respectively. 

Results ofInvestigation :  

The above samples were screened and the +325 mash fractions 

were weighed. The =325 mash fraction was not dealt tith,becm.we of 

the difficulties attending its mineralogical study.. Specific gravity 

determinations were made on several of the sizes to see if there were 

any significant differences.. The results are shown in Table 10 

Screened Fractions ct Ore.. 

0 

Nash 51w 

65+100 

100+150 

150+200 

.200+325 

Weight % 

2..9. 

57. 6 

90 

AGO 0 

S.G. 	Weight 	SOGO 
- (2) - 

3..33 	24.5 	3. 130 

3..63 	512 	3..74 

1006 

385 	10..7' 	3..67 

10000 

Weight 

26.. 3 

53 07  

9 ..8 

10.2 

100 ..O 

Sa G0 

3070 

As may be seen from ible I, the majority of the +325 mash 

• 	 ore is in the 100+150 mesh fraction and trefora the subsequent 

* NineragrsfiO Report :ro.. =1171 by E. H. Nickel s, October 25, 1956. 
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winerii].ogical invôatigation was carried out on it. It is of interest 

to note that the @pacific gravity of the aized fractions increases 

arka1y with coinution. It is to be expected., therefore, that the 

'325 mash fraction should have a atlil greater density and suggests 

that its iron content is probably appreciably greater than that of the 

+325 meab fratioua. 

A hand itnagna tic separation followed by a series of heavy 

liquid eGparstiorm Vas carried out on the 1O0+150 mesh fractions,, and 

each of the products was weighed and wmminad nicroscopically for its 

mineral content. The reaulta are ahown in Table II. 

TABLE IL Hand ne tic and Hy Liquid Log ration of 20Q+150 
Neah Ore 

Density Range and 	 weight 	Weight 	Weight 
Mineral Ccoeition (2) - _JL_ 
Magnetita 	 736 	8o9 	639 

S. G. Leaa than 2.69 
(Quarta). 

S. G. 2.692.78 
(Quarte, calcite) 

S. G. 2.78=2.96 
(Do1oaita, chlorite, limonite) 

So G. 2.963.32 
(Chlorite, limonite) 

a G. greater than 3.32 
(I1uanite, limonite) 

6.8 	303 
	

lo.6 

1&o9 	2.9 
	

7.8 

8.2 
	

li6 

2.4 	2.0 
	

1 0 

5.8 

10000 	100.0 	10000 

a The aene gangue znara1e were found in all three aezuplea, the 

chief difference between the aezuplea beixg the relative proportions of 



the minerals. 

Since limonite was found in the three heaviest density 

fractions, a grain count was made of each of them to determine the 

amount of this mineral present. The results are shown in Table III. 

TABLE III. The Amount of Limonite in the '10O+1$0 Mesh Pertions, 
Based on a Grain Count of the Three Limonite 

Density Range 	 Limoritte 	% Limonite 	% Limonite 
(3) 

2.782.96 	 014 	0-4 	0.1 

2.963.32 	 003 	0.6 	003 

Greater than 3.32 	0.4 	0.9 	0.1 

Total limonite 	 1.1 	1.9 	0.23 

As can be seen from Table III there is not nearly enough 

limonite in the 100+10 mesh fraction to account for the high tailing 

losses. It should be noted, however, that the variations in limonite 

content in Samples 1, 2 and 3 roughly parallel the tailing losses in 

the three samples. Thus, sample 3 has the lowest limonite content and 

exhibits the lowest tailing lose (13.4% Fe) and sample 2 with the high-

est limonite content has the highest tailing loss (2100% Fe). 

The other gargue minerals present in the 100+150 mesh fraction 

cannot fully account for the high tailing losses. The calcite and dolomite 

proved to be almost completely free of iron, as determined by refractive 

index measurements. The chlorite, which is a hydrous magnesium 

silicate, may contribute some iron to the analysis, but the amount of 

this mineral present is too smell to account for more than several per 

cent iron. 
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Conclusions: 

A study of the 100+150 mesh fraction has thosn that the 

gangue minerals in that fraction cannot account for the high tailing 

losses reported0 It is possible that the chief tailing losses may 

occur in the 325 mash fraction due to the presence of limonite. The 

reasons for this conclusion are.- 

1. Limonite is an extremely friable mineral 
and therefore has a tendency to slime. 

2 The specific gravity of the ore increases 
with comminution, suggesting enrichment 
of iron minerals in the finest fractions.. 

3. The highest tailing losses occur in the 
sample with the greatest amount of limonite 
in the cr.100+150 mesh fraction. This 
sample probably contains more total limonite 
than the others and would therefore have a 
tendency to incur the greatest tailing 

. 

	 losses. 

30 tLcroacopio Riination of Products from ftnetic Roasti ng  
Tests 

The roasted products from tests Noe. 5, 6 and 8 were submitted 

for microscopic examination to determine the chief ore components present. 

The tests were described as follows: 

• Test No. 5: Jeffrey magnetic tailing, roasted 
in a reducing atmosphere at 900°C 
for ihour. 

Test No. 6: Jeffrey magnetic tailing, roasted 
in a reducing atmosphere at 600°C 
for I hour. 

Teat No. 8: Jeffrey magnetic tailing, roasted 
in a reducing atmosphere at 600°C 
for )./2 hour. 

Results of Investigation 

' 	
Almost all the mineral particles present in the three samples 

were found to be magnetic to some degree. Examination of the ear].es 

* From •1ineragraphic Report No. 	Dec. 11, 1956,  by E. H. Nickel. 
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under a binocular microscope revealed that many of the slightly 

nisgrtic grains consist of gangue minerals partially surrounded by 

a thin dusting of magnetite, which persists even after washing and, 

dr7ing0 The magtita coating has probably formed from the reduc-

tion of the limonitic slimes in the ore1 

icroacopic e=mination of a polished section prepared 

from the product of test No0 5 reveals that the principal ore cam= 

ponents identifiable are megnetite, metallic iron, enatase, and' 

ilmenite The a atase and ilasnite generally occur in separate 

grains, while the magnetite and metallic iron are closely .intergrown0 

The presence of the iron indicates otrongly reducing conditions 

during its formation, hence over-roasting. It is possible that 

wilatite (FeO) formed during the roasting process and, since it is 

unstable at room temperatures, broke don into its decomposition 

products smgnstito and iron. This. decomposition would be acceler-

ated by the heat produced during polishing. 

?oliahsd sections prepared from the other two tests, namely 

6 and 8, also contain magnetite, ilmanite and anatase but no apprec-

iable metallic iron Some of the larger magnetite grains contain 

cores of incompletely reacted hematite. The lower temperatures used 

in these roasts would probably inhibit the formation of wlistite, 

since it doss not form at temperatures below 70C 

111 INESTIGMTE TEST WORK. 

Test  

Three 201=pound samples, crushed to minus 3/1 inch sine, were 

cut out of each of the three sampl3s of ore. The samples sore each 
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screened on 3/2 inch, 1/4 Inch, 6 rnesh and 10 eh craen o produce 

the following fractions: 

Par Cent Weight 

Sized  
Fractions 	 Sample sa sepae 

	

mo. 2 	NO-3 

+ 3/2 inch 	139 	139 	123 

+ 3/4 inch 	508 	50.5 

i/h inch +6 mesh 	130 	130 	124 

+ 10 ieeh 	 66 	69 	73 

10 weh 	 157 	157 	17. 7 

Total 	 1000 	1000 	10000 

IacIi of the above fractions was separately foci to a dxjr 

magnetic separator, 

Results of Teat 	1 
WaMMUFn 

Fe, 	of Fe, 
Product 	 Der cant 	riert n 	r cent 

a 

Sap1a No0 1 
VE7rinch 

+ ]I inch 
']/b inch + 6 nieh 

6 + 10 maah 
10 mesh 

Totals (ce1cd) 

Feed (ca1cd) 

- 

	

i 	- 	Tail.- 	Cora. Tail. 

	

3-19 	19 	409 220 	12L, 4 101 

	

467 	16 	112 17D8 	4900 21 

	

121 	08 	I20 12 	130 03 

	

6,., 1 	0,,4 	426 129 	66 01 

	

328 	37 	46 . 8 13O 8 	141 13 

	

886 	11.1 	421 169 	951 49 

	

100O 	392 	10000 



+ ]J4 inch 
"Vl.& inch + 6res1i 
"6 + Jj mosh 
-10 mesh 

Tó1s (c1cd) 

Feed (ca1cd) 

+ 1/2 inch 
1/2 +•1/1i inch 

'']/I.!. inch + 6 mesh 
+ 10 moth 

c'lO mesh 

Totals (ealc°d) 

Feed (calc¼I) 

- l - 

	

129 	o6 	463 35.5 	129 	05 
51 	07 	463 18.2 	51.6 	0.3 

	

121 	014 	14714 35.7 	124 	03 

	

6.6 	01 	47.3 11.7 	67 	00(3) 
13. 	1.6 	50.3 17.0 	14.7 	0.6 

	

96.6 	3.4 	17.1 2206 	98.3 1 1.7 

	

100.0 	16.2 	10000 

	

8.9 	3.3 	37.2 16.2 	9.7 	1.6 

	

140.6 10.0 	38.7 3$.7 	146o 	14.6 

	

10.6 	1.9 • 39.2 114.8 	12.2 	0.8 

	

6.2 	1.0 	39.1 13.0 	7.1 	014 

	

125 	5.0 	143.2 12.2 	15.8 	1.8 

	

78.8 21.2 	39.3 114.8 	90.8 	9.2 

	

100.0 	 314.1 	1 	100 .0 

Results of Test No, 1 
• 	veignt, 	A8857, 	11r1tx1on 

Fe, 	of Fe, 
Product 	 per cent 	per  awt 	er cent 

Cone. I Tail. Conc. I Tail. Canad Tail. 

ad Rmsilta of 
	

the Products of the Three S1es from 
. 

jE' Ti r5ii 
Product 	 per 	Fe, 	of Fe, 

cent per cent per cent 

1oncttc cone, 	88.0 	143j, 

1sgnetic tailing 	12.0 	16.14 	5.3 

Feed 	 100.0 	399 	100.0 

• 

	

	 __ __ Davi oncentration. 

2.5-gram saiiipies from ea1es Oa. 1, 2 and 3 wam 



62. 
370; 

10000 

9 

100.0 

51. 9 
48.1 

100 0 

6.3 
16.1 

hO! 

58.2 
16.8 

40 .0 

60.5  
3.7.4 
39,8 

85.4 
114.6 

100.0 

81.6 
3.804 •- 

100.0 

7990 
21.0 

10000 

7. 3 

	

49.6 
	

62.3 
	

77.8 
17,3 
	

22.2 

	

10000 
	

3907 
	

100.0 

• . 	 ground to ininua 65,, rninua 100,9  minus 	 and mimw. 200 zssht  and 

each sample taa then fed to a Die Ta1* wet 'magnetic separator.  

Reaulta of Test No, 2. 

• 	: 	 Product 	 Weight, 	Fop 	of 
per cent per cent 	per cent 

!1e No, 
=654 D.T. cone. 

D. T. tailing 

Feed (cicd) 

400M D.T. cone. 
=IOON D.T. tELling 

Feed (ci1ced) 

150i D.T. cone. 
150M IL T. tailing 

Feed (calcd) 

-20014 D.T. conc. 
200f D. T. tailing 

Feed (calc°d) 

yjaji 
M. cone.  

6r4 D.T. tailing 

Feed (ca1cd) 

100M D.T.cone. 
l00M D. T. tailing 

Feed(ca1cd) 

1S0M D. T. cone0 
101 P. P. tai.lirg 

Feed (ca1cd) 

2001I D.T. cone. 
20014 D.T. tailing 

Feed (e&.cd) 

	

7232 
	

58.o 
	

88.6 

	

27.6 
	

1903 

	

100.0 
	

100.0 

	

67.0 
	

60.2 
	

34.6 

	

3300 
	

22.2 

	

100.0 
	

hi 7 
	

1000 

	

64.8 
	

62.4 

	

35.2 
	

20.9 

	

10000 
	

47.8 
	

100.0 

63.4 
	

81.3 

	

39,36 
	

22.2 
	

16 7 

	

100.0 
	

47. 1 
	

100.0. o 



• Fe, 
oar cent 

54.2 
].2o9 

3307 

5&8 
130 

338 

59. 0 
1302 

34,4 

6o8 
3.4 .1 

34.6 

of Fe, 

825 
17.5 

10000 

7908 
202 

10000 

7903 
2007 

100.3 

77.2 
22.8 

100 .0 
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• 	
aults of Test 110. 2: 

Product 

10 110.  3 

6524 D. T.co:. 
=6SN D0T0tailir7g 

Feed (ce1cd) 

c100M D.T. cone. 
=100M D.T. tailin 

Fad (cal&d) 

1$0M D.T. cone. 
15014 D.T. tailing 

Feed (calcd) 
- 

°2001 D, P0 cone. 
20014 D0 P0 tailing 

Feed (calcd) 

Weight, 
er cent 

5209 
4761 

1000 

47.4 
52 6 

100.0 

46-2 
5308 

10000 

56. 0 

1000 C) 

a 

Concentration rollowed M Tablir 	
V 

A 12oopound cooeite aaple, crashed to Winne ISO mash,, wa 

prepared by mixIM equel parts by weight of eiiplee Noe, 1, 2 and 3° 

The ample wae fed to a Crockett type wet belt negrat&c earator0 

The underf low oiegnctic sands) from the Crockett wee passed over a 

Wililey table. V  

Results from Test No. 3:  
Weight 	Aeera, 

Product 	 per 	 Ce 	 per cent 
cent 	Fe  f3sof. 	0 

Crockett concentrate 	 59 	54 . 5 	1303 	791 	306 
Crockett conc. ofiow * 	9 	26.4 	326 	63 	12o4 
Crockett tailing of1ow 	92 	191 	3703 	45 	139 
Wilfley table concentrate 	59 	166 	190 •. 2.5 	117 
Wi].fley table middling 	6.8 	12.7 	48. 6 	2.22 	13 3 
Wilt0]ay table s1iaes 	118 	:L8. 1 	30 	5.4 	:L8 0 ]. 

Feed (ca1d) 	 - 1000 39 	24 . 7 1000 1000 
* This product consists o magnetic albass and gangue slimes that are 

carried over with the concentrate. 
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COnclulilons from 	No0 3 

The results from this test indicate that the tailing bee 

of iron in in the fom Of slime and no gravity concentration of these 

iron losses is possible0 

0 

Concentration. 

A 12-pound composite ample., crashed to minus ]$O mash., was 

prepared by niid.ng equal parts by weight of saip1es Ios 1 2 and 3 

This sample was fed to a JaffrayStffensen wet magnetic separator, 

Results of Test ijo. li: 

Product 
'eightI 
per I 	per cent 
cent 

stribution 
per cent 

SW2 Fe)  FM02 I 

I. 

Jeffrey conctrate 
Jeffrey middling 

Conbinod cone. (c1c 

Jeffrey tailing 

Feed (ca].e°d) 

367 
90 

454 
54.3 

.00.0 

62014 
S6.o 
6l 1 
21.6 

3907 

1430 
6.114 
14.66 

6.15 

2.0 57.7 
S.3 12.7 

2.6 7O14 
29.2 29.6 

17.1 100,0 

	

25.7 	4.3 

	

9.0 	2.8 

	

314.7 	7.1 

65.3 92.9 

10000 1100.0 

In order to determine the also diatribation of the iron in the 

tailing from, magnetic concentration s  n infrasisor sn&,ysia was carried 

out on a seale of the tailing fron test No. 14 with the following 

resultsm 

Product 
	 per 	 cent 

	
cent 

cent 

I, 

I 

	

56 	microns 	 12.6 	1.7 

	

6 +140 	 6.9 	13.0 

	

ho +26 	 7.8 	15.2 

	

28 +20 	' 	 10.3 	19.5 

	

20 +114 	 11,0 	22.3 

	

r,]j +10 	 13.0 	.214.1 
1.0 	 38.14 	214.14 

	

Tsilinz,q 	test  11o. 14 (calcd) 100.0 	2110 

	

32.0 	9014 

	

9.1 	14.3 

	

1000 	5.6 

	

8.9 	9°5 

	

7.8 	U.? 

	

6*7 	114.9 

	

5.6 	1414.6 

7.6 100.0 

18.3 
803 

1003 
12.]. 
U. 3 
1105 
282 

100.0 
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Conclusions from Test No0 J 

The results of the infrasizer analysis show that over 80 

per cent of the iron tailing losses occurs in a size range finer 

than 28 microns, These results confiziu the conclusions from Ntherac' 

graphic Report 1471Ewhich states that the chief tailing losses 

may occur in the mLnue 325 mesh (minus 43 microns) fraction due to 

the pO55flCG Of the extre1y fniable adneral.limonite. 

Tests Nose 5'8° Magnetic Roasting Tests 

In the following tests, Nos, 5 to 8, magnetic roasting ims 

carried out on samples of the Jeffrey magnetic tailing from test M60 L, 

to ascertain if the iron oxide could be reduced to artificial magnetite. 

and the losses, in iron oxide subsequently recovered by magnetic concen-

tration. 

Test No0 5 ].000 grams of the  tailing  from  teat No 0  l was 

roasted at 900°C for 1 hour under an atmosphere Of producer gas 

Teat No._60 500 grams of the tailing from teat Io 	was 

roasted at 600°C for 1 hour under an atmosphere of producer gas 

Test No. 7 500 grams of the tailing from test No. 4 was 

roasted at 600 0c for 2 hours under an atmosphere of producer gas. 

Test 71o0 8 500 grams of the tailing from teat Mo0 was 

roasted at 600°c for 3/2 hour under an atmosphere of producer gaas 

'S 

XagneticConcentration of the Rsdued Iron 

A 50gram sample of the calcine from each of the above four 

teats was treated in a Davis Tube magnetic separator to determine the 

grade and the p rccitae of the iron which could be recovered magneto 

icsJJy from the calcines. 
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Reaulte of Tests Mos . 5 ,  6 7 and &  

Test Per cent Per cent Per cent Per cent Ferric Fe 

	

No0 Total Fe*  T102 	Forric Fe Ferrous Fe 	 Grade 

2408 	&l 	303 	21 	0 	35L 	3605 

6 	228 	78 	ll8 	U0 	1007 	396 	3140 

7 	23.4 	79 	99 	11,5 	073 	384 	34O4 

8 	228 	79 	iLl 	il? 	o.95 	362 

!o metallic Fe detected. 	* Calculated by diffronce 

Conclusions from Tests Noeto8 

The ratio of ferric iron to ferrous iron should ba 2.-1 for pure 

agnotite0 Rver the shove ferrous iron doteimination includes the 

i].msnito ferrous iron as well as the wsgnetite ferrous iron. On the basis 

of the T102 assr the ihianite iron could run as high as 5.6 per cents  sod 
0 

if this ware subtracted from the ferrous iron ssasr the ratio of ferric 

to ferrous iron would be much higher and in taste Nos 6 and 8 would be 

approaching 2:1 However, in taste 1os and 7 the samples were over-  

roasted., which was confirmed by tha microscopic examination of those 

calcines. 

Magnetic roasting of the iron oxide in the tailing offers 

little hope of lessening the tailing 

 

losses, duo to the 	 onite being 

reduced to a slime coating of megnatite baked on the surface of the 

gengue minerals, as indicated by microscopic exmiination0 At attempt 

was made to free this megnetite from the gangue by griuding,and them 

treating this product by magnetic concentration. This resulted in only 

1304 per cent of the iron being recovered in a magnetic concentrate 

ass'ing 51.4per cent iron. 

Teat No, 9 

Three iOpowxI samnl.ea of ore crushed to eiinUs 10 mesh, one 



froi each or eap1eii Moe 1, 2 and 3 sere fed to a &J- bxon dry belt 

magnetic separator. 

Reeulta 'of Teat 40. 9  

Product. 

Weight, 	ASURYS P  
per 	:rcent 
cent 	Fe 	T102 

Distribution., 

Fe Z 

I 

Ba11Norton cone. 	792 	4700 	6014 	927 	83 
Ba11orton tailing 	208 	14O1 	II034 	703 	15.  7 
Feed (ca 1cd) 	10000 	40. 2 	77 iL)000 100O 

Ba1]Morton cone. 	901 	49.4 	599 	961 	360 
B&11- Norton ta.liz 	909 	18J4 	8.84 	3.9 	1o0 
Food (ca1cd) 	100 	46.3 	6.27 1000 1000 

L mo. 3 ' . 
Ball='Norton coric 0 	701 	429 	818 	890 	841 
BaUIorton tiling 	299 	12 	3 	110 	15 6 
Fd(ca1d) 	lOOuO 	33o6: 679 lOOoO 1 lOOoO 

Smpplas of the tailizge were reground to 100 meh, tested 

with a hand magnet, and eeminad tinder a bincc1ar iicoecope0 0]r 

m&.l amaunte of negxietite appeared to be present in the thae tai] 

izg products.  

Teat NO. 10 

The Ba11Norton concentrate from teat, 3o0 9 waa reground 

to mjne 230 •mash and fed to a Jeffrey- Steffenean mgnetie seprator, 



Ults of 118t No. 10 

Product 	per 	 per cent 
cent 

Jeffrey COflCc, 	407 629 383 4005 007 OO2 •729 36o 1,6 
Jcffrey ii&L 
	

73 27 687 20O48 021 003 	81 	8.6 	5,, 0 
0ieffry tatli 
	

386023 . 6 3.49,32,16 	006 190 %0h. 60. 
Feed (ca1d) 1c00 4702 532 1521 	 1O00 10G0 1000 

Jeffrey cone.' 	607 663 3,83 3J1. 033 O02 773 188 	$2 
Jeffrr iddO 	69 503 8.10 13L11 026 O02 	69 	8J. 	67 
Jxfry tilirg 321 2406 87I 3276 	00 	.i8 t28 	(8O1 

Feed (oWd) 3.0O0 5o.5 6.6,1 139 	 10000 1000 .1000C) 

Sayole  NO  3 
Jeffrey con 	76 609 5.30 5O4 0008 001 66o 	it9 

* 	 effiy nidd., 	103 54.1 7o61 1129 0o1 001. £27 3.101. 	6.6 
Jeffrey tailing b201 223 88 3302 	0 .05 213 530 

Feed (os1d) 100O0 b309 7,,03  1770 	• 	 10000 10000 1  10000 

of Results of Tests  1,108.9 Md 10: 

The following table is Vie calculatsdrvit.g of cor.binirg the 

concentrates and the tu1inge frow the three soVILes in Test Io 9 into 

CO!1qOite products: 

Weight, 	ys, 	• Ditibution, 
Product 	• per 	ercnt 	or cent 

t 	 Fe 	Ti02 

Cooejte con 	79,6 46.7 668 930. 870 

Ccipo8ith tat1ig 	202. 13C3 3094 	70 	130 

Fowl 
	

100041,64 1000 1000 

0 
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. 

In the foUizig tthle the concentrate and thc middU—aga  

from each of the th'ee sp1ee in test io 10 have beer ecibined into 

a composite concent,ate: 

Mrbution,  
?rodtut per 	per cent 	PeT cent 

Cent e. 	TOP  

Copoite cone. 	62 	 17 	311DI. 

ioite w2irls 37 	23Q 4 8. 69 	l86 	5o.2 

:ri 0.49 1 i 	oo 

The reeulte froi Wsts Jos.9 ead 10 give a inal cooeite 

concentrate as y'i Fe 61-5 per cent s  102 517 per cents  S109 20 

I per cent P O.U. per cent and S <Q.O2 per cent s  with tm overall rscoviry 

of 75. 7 per cent of the iron frorn the origirn1 ore0 

o o 0000000 

00000 

0 

L W. B race 

RB(PES)EJA0 
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